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Things Passed on The Road
By Shawn Kessler

 

We sit still as stone save for Jim turning pages of a thick and old book. A trio of gargoyles 

perched round an old fireplace. “I've read it from cover to cover twice; it's not mentioned 

anywhere.” The fire burns low. 

“That doesn't make it right.” Just like the victims, we leave it nameless, pretend it's not 

happening. There's no need to name a thing that doesn't exist. A myth, a legend, a lie.

Tim sits at the edge of his seat. “We shouldn't even be talking about it.” Silence overtakes 

us like a swarm of locus. Jim flips back to the first page. The frosted air spilling from our nostrils 

the only other sign of life.

*****

The day that follows is colder than the prior. Moisture from the night sits on the black and 

white marble tile as good as ice. There's nothing to be done about it. We shuffle cross the foyer. 

Paint chips fall from the walls where we press our hands. The ground outside is hard, brown and 

gray; dirt, ash and dead grass. A gravel driveway leads away from the house; nothing has driven 

it in years. Weeds would have overtaken it if anything still grew. A large field, barren and fallow, 

surrounds the house. Rows of dead cane separate the field from a thatch of sparse cedar trees. 

The woods draw a ragged circle round the whole property like a dashed line. The driveway 

disappears into these trees. It use to meet up with a smooth, paved road. Now it's nothing but pot-

holes and cracked asphalt.

A door or shutter creaks somewhere in the house. We all turn round to look save for Jim; 
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he spits off the porch and scans the trees. 

We draw straws to see who stays behind. Tim goes back inside. He sits in a chair by the 

window, then leans his shotgun against the same window before grabbing the cord attached to 

our rusted alarm bell, “Go on then.”

Beth carries a shovel; the rest of us walk with rifles and shotguns. Off the porch, round 

the house and past an old tool shed, avoiding patches of snow in our tattered shoes, even Jim 

who has the newest pair. It's too cold to risk getting them wet needlessly.

*****

Use to be deer would sneak out of the woods to lick and chew at the cane. When the deer 

were all gone we hunted dogs. When the dogs left, birds. Now the trees are silent. Still we come 

out here hoping. We tried bark and grass, grazed like cattle. But it's no use; it goes right through 

you. Wasting liquids is all it's good for. You can't eat just anything. We alternate days hunting 

phantom game in the woods and watching the road. But lately the road's as barren as the trees. 

Beth with her shovel finds a handful of worms. We eat them fresh out of the ground, no 

need for Tim to know. He'll do the same next time he's out here.

The ringing sound of metal against metal. We stand still. “What's that?” It keeps on, faint 

like distant church bells. “It's coming from the house.” The alarm bell foreign to our ears from 

disuse. We run all at once like a flock of birds.

*****

On the porch Tim stands with his shotgun pressed against his shoulder. In the driveway a 

large clean-headed man holds two pistols. Tim's yelling, “Don't move, Stranger.”

The man brings round a pistols and points it at us, keeps the other trained on Tim, “I don't 
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mean you folks any harm. Just looking for a warm place to spend the night.”

Jim speaks for us, lies. “We don't have fire here. It's just as cold in that house as it is out 

here.”

“There are enough trees around to burn day and night,” the stranger replies. Gun barrels 

hard and gray like the ground.

“We don't have an ax.”

The man takes his eyes off Tim, looks at the rest of us. “I'll tell you what.” Using the 

pistol that halted us he pats a bag tied round his waist. “I'll use my ax to fell a tree and we'll use 

your walls and fireplace to keep warm. Then in the morning, I'll be gone.”

“We don't have food for you.”

“I'm not looking for food.” He smiles. His teeth big and white like the rest of him.

“Good, cause we don't have any for you.”

Tim lets his gun down. The man does the same. He slides the pistols into leather sacks, 

one on each hip. The butt of Tim's shotgun on the porch.

“I'll help the stranger cut down a tree.”

Jim and the stranger walk to the closest outcropping of cedars. Side by side it's easy to 

appreciate how big the stranger is. He's at least two heads taller than Jim and twice as broad. 

Beth says what we've all been thinking, “He's eating well.”

*****

We hear the ax knocking against wood while we move about the house. Before long the 

chopping stops. We expect a gunshot; it's impossible that one of them doesn't kill the other. 

Instead it starts up again, but twice as fast. One stronger than the other, off and on like the forest 
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has grown a heart.

In the house, Tim and I go to the kitchen. Beth cleans out the fireplace. The others are 

upstairs. Black pots and pans fill the rust-stained sink. There's a small pantry to the side of the 

kitchen; on its floor is a padlocked hatch door. Tim checks that the lock's secure. "We should 

cover it." The sound of a falling tree.

The two of us push the stove into the pantry over the door. The chopping starts again. 

Beth and the others now watch from the kitchen door. They've brought the kid down from 

upstairs; he looks like he just woke. "You shouldn't have brought him out." I lean heavy on the 

stove to catch my breath. Another tree falls. The kid grabs Beth's hand.

*****

Jim and the stranger return with a single tree about the size of a man. Sweat stains Jim's 

face but the stranger shows little sign of labor. They've left a second tree out in the woods.

"This is Jay," Jim hands him the ax, then bends over and rests his palms on his knees. We 

take turns greeting him by name. He chops the tree into smaller pieces, three or four strokes per. 

The kid watches from the porch. We make a human chain, moving lumber in by the fireplace. 

The last piece he breaks into kindling before putting his ax away. He tosses the kid a twig and 

carries the remainder in himself. 

*****

Before night falls he has a fire burning. He sits close with his shirt off. Beads of sweat 

pool up round his smooth body; they reflect the fire like stars on a white sky. Some sort of 

inverted heaven.

"Does anyone dance?" He looks round our group, first at the kid, then the women, then 
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the men. The kid shuffles his feet but is fixed in place like the rest of us.

Jay pulls a can of beans from his bag and walks toward the kitchen. Jim stands, "I said we 

don't have any food for you."

Jay stops next to a great heap of clothes and shoes we've piled in the corner. "Just 

fetching a can opener." He continues on before we can say more. Wooden drawers sliding open, 

pots scattered about. He comes back with the can punctured through the top by a big curved 

knife we've never seen before.

"I couldn't find an opener, but seeing as you folks keep your stove in the pantry I couldn't 

begin to guess where you reckon the sensible place for a can opener is." He slowly slides the 

knife out of the can. The Devil's nails drawn cross a chalkboard.

*****

"What did you do before?"

"Many things.” Jay leans forward in his chair. “But most recently I was a fortune teller, a 

reader of palms."

He grabs the nearest hand. Mine sits in his like a dead mouse.

He inspects it for a minute. "A fire follows me down the road out there." He nods toward 

the front door. Turns my hand over and inspects the dirty nails. "Most times the fire passes 

without notice, but it will likely cause an unraveling here." He drops my hand.

"You threatening us, Jay?"

"The fire and I just happen to be walking the same road. But I'm not the fire's herald; I'm 

no John the Baptist."

Jim sits up, "You know the Bible?"
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"I'm no stranger to it."

"Can you tell me all the sins?"

The fire pops. A small ember burns the warped and dirty hardwood between Jim and Jay.

"There's more sin in the Bible than stars in the sky." He wipes the sweat from his brow 

and points to the kid. "This one ever seen the stars?"

"No, he was born shortly after the event."

"Pity."

"If the Bible doesn't mention something can it be a sin?"

"The Bible mentions everything. Whatever you're doing in this house it's bound to be 

sinful. You can't survive in this world without sinning a little."

“You sin much, Jay?”

“I'm here aren't I?” He extends his large hands toward the fire. 

Someone else makes use of the silence, “We haven't seen fires on the horizon in years.”

“Not all fires burn with heat.”

*****

It's the first time we've had wood enough to keep a fire through the night. Drunk with 

warmth we haul mattresses down from upstairs and make a semicircle round the hearth. Our 

shadows play across the walls like devils dragging uncooperative dead down to the great beast 

himself. Last I remember he's sitting in a chair with his big knife in one hand, the other resting 

motionless on his knee. There, at the ragged edge of sleep, I know the fire has come seeking 

warmth in him and not the other way around.

*****
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Come morning he's gone and so too is the kid. We search the house. Eventually we find 

the kid out front. The field cradles a shroud of low morning fog. The woods like long black 

fingers. The day windless. Cold and spiteful. The Sun as foreign and elusive as God. The kid 

naked face-down in the dirt and ash. 

Jim uses his foot to roll him over. His neck is bruised all about. Caked and frozen blood 

round his nostrils. Someone puts a hand on Beth's shoulder. She returns to the house.

“What should we do?”

Tim has his shotgun. Jim looks round at the trees. “Hell, he's probably miles from here by 

now.” I doubt bullets could kill a man like that anyhow.

“I haven't had breakfast.” We all look at the body, then away. Jim shakes his head.

Beth returns with two shovels. Hands me one. “We got to bury him. Under the trees, the 

ground's softer there.” 

“I can't dig a grave until I eat something.”

*****

In the house Jim builds up the fire a little. We pass a charred hunk of meat between us. 

Each taking a bite before handing it to the next. I'm starving but pass it along untouched. In the 

fire I see his big hands wrapped round the kid's throat. The warmth is suffocating. I abandon the 

fire and move to the furthest corner. Soon the others join me. We stand near each other. The fire 

burns alone caring naught.

“What should we do?”

“Beth says we bury him.”

“I meant about the pantry.”
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*****

Tim and I move the stove back to its place in the kitchen. With hung heads we all stand 

over the hatch.

“We were doing it for the kid.”

“He's gone now.” 

“We got to bury him.” Beth leaves the house.

*****

The fog has lessened. It covers the the body save the face and toes like a child peeping 

through a virginal veil. Skin and bones. You can see his ribs. After everything, malnutrition. We 

draw straws to see who carries him. Jim at the head and me at the feet. The skin is icy. Death: 

colder than the winter ground. The others round up the shovels and guns.

 Wet ash and dirt cling to our shoes. Fifty yards maybe less and I'm on my knees. I 

haven't eaten anything besides worms and scraps in months. The others have been eating from 

the pantry, but I never could. I always gave my portion to the kid. We told him it was beef saved 

up from before. He couldn't know the difference. A plastic brown toy with horns and cowboy hat 

was all he ever knew of cows.

I heave vapors. Emptiness begets nothingness. Tim grabs the feet and they carry on 

without me. Shivering on the ground I wait for it to pass.

*****

They've dug a hole barely deep enough to cover the kid by time I come round. Jim leans 

against a tree. Two dig while the rest stand watching. The kid's off a little ways, like they didn't 

want him seeing his own grave dug. The sound of shovels moving through dirt. Brown and 
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broken leaves. I sift through the pile of loose earth looking for food. 

A few more feet down and no one wants to dig further. It's all clay and rock. “This is deep 

enough, not like there's anything out here to dig him up.” They try gently lowering the body in 

but the arms and legs won't bend. 

“Put him down and I'll do it.” They place the kid on the ground. Beth kneels, rolls the 

gray and wasted body into the shallow grave. She watches the others refill it with dirt. We lack 

the words and audience to say anything. 

The ground is frigid but all I can do is sit. My ears hurt from the cold. Fingers raw from 

digging through earth. The fog is gone but it doesn't feel any warmer.

*****

The house looks hundreds of miles away. I can feel the curve of the Earth as we walk. An 

endless march back. I'm dizzy and faint. I can't locate my hands without looking directly at them.

In this stupor I see movement by the trees along the driveway. 

“Did anyone else see that?”

“What?”

“Someone ran into the trees.” I point but nothing is there. Walking amongst four men and 

two women somehow I'm the only one who sees this thing. Specter of death and hunger? Ghost 

of flight conjured by an empty belly? Hallucinations of the wicked? The Devil come to claim his 

own? The pantry emptied?

*****

The front door sways on its brass hinges. Jim loads a shell into the chamber of his rifle. 

“Tim, stay here and make sure nothing else comes up the drive.”
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We move through the marbled foyer. In the main hall, great strips of peeling wallpaper. 

Sagging yellow ceiling. Detached crown molding. The exposed brick fireplace. The heap of 

clothes. We creep across the kitchen. The pantry hatch is down. The lock is still in place but it's 

been abused by a small handled spade that still lays next to it. The door remains in place but it's 

been uprooted from the floor—frame, bolts, and all. Jim puts a foot on it while he fishes round 

his pockets for a lighter.

We wait holding our guns and watching Jim. He opens the door. The smell is horrible. 

With the lighter held out like a crucifix he descends into the depths of the house. Tim yells from 

the porch, wants to know what's happening. 

“Hold on.”

It's only a few seconds before Jim reemerges from the hatch. “They're all still there.” He 

slams the door down, stands on it. “Put that stove back over here.” Beth and I file out of the 

kitchen to make room enough for the others to move the stove. It hasn't seen this much use in 

years. 

*****

“We got to do something.” 

“Best we go look for whoever it was.”

“You think it was Jay?”

“No, it was a normal sized man.”

“We should do it before it gets dark.”

“Alright, but everyone stay close.”

*****
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We walk the driveway as a group. Halfway down we realize how much noise the gravel 

kicks up. The rest of the way we stay to the dirt. 

The road is broken all about. Downed trees and cracked asphalt make the going slow 

once we're out on it. We walk a little ways in each direction, anchored to the house by some 

invisible chain. Near a little ditch off to one side I hear the intruders. 

“Papa.” 

Then I see them. A frightened boy latched to his depleted father. They remain unaware of 

my presence. Maybe I rediscover my heart out on this broken bed of asphalt or maybe I'm just 

exhausted. Either way I know I can't let the others come upon them. 

Tim and Beth approach. “See anything?” I keep my body between them and the man and 

child. 

“No. Nothing. I haven't looked over there yet.” I divert them to the other side of the road. 

The sounds of trampled leaves mark our path.  

We finish our search and meet up with the others where the driveway intersects the road. 

“It won't be light much longer and I'm not fooling around out here all night.” Jim marches back 

to the house. Everyone follows. No good ever came from being out on this road alone.

*****

“What do we do about the pantry?”

Jim's up close to the fire. “Nothing has changed. We still need to eat.”

“What do you think, Beth?”

“I'm leaving.”

The man in the woods broke in, discovered all that we possess. Him and that boy out 
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there aren't like us, never will be. They saw what we had and rejected it. Likely left in fear and 

repulsion. They're looking for something else. Something better. Beth must recognizes it too. 

“Who's going then?” Everyone besides Jim and I moves closer to Beth. Somehow she's 

their way out. She found something in losing the kid. Sometimes the ripples are more important 

than the pebble tossed in the water. Even if the pebble is the size of a child. I'd leave too, but I 

know I only have a handful of days left to live, fewer if I'm scampering across the country.

“We should open the pantry.”

“The hell with that.” Jim blocks the path to the kitchen. “You fools can go out there and 

die on that road, but you're not damning me too.”

*****

The others dig through the heap of clothes in the corner. Take as much as they can pack. 

Then they're gone. No goodbyes. Just Jim and I and the stove on the pantry door remain.

*****

I try to stay warm by the fire but it's no use. I shiver regardless of how close I get. Steam 

rolls off my tattered clothes. Jim meanwhile pushes the stove around. Wrestles it out of position. 

I hear the hatch door open and close. I cram my fingers in my ears. Not just to block the sound 

but to forget any of it ever happened. The wailing starts. The belly of the Earth revolting. We 

always kept the kid upstairs, told him the woods were haunted. The damned ever closer than he 

knew.

If only I had been aware of the man and the boy when there was still strength and life 

ahead of me. I could have left on my own or with the others. Walked out of here. Found some 

way to be redeemed. Maybe what I did out on the road today will be enough.
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*****

I drop face-down on a mattress. This has to be the last time. I look forward to never 

waking. Between the exhaustion and the resignation, sleep comes easy. 

*****

I wake to Jim pulling my pants off. His are already missing. He smells of liquor. He 

places his rifle on my back with the barrel jammed into the base of my skull. I don't have the 

energy to fight him off. He ruts around but the gun hurts more than anything. I won't be 

disappointed if it fires. 

This isn't the first time. He'd done it to all of us. We resist a little but in the end we let 

him. He had always taken care of us. We couldn't have lasted this long without him. Now, there's 

no resisting. What does it matter anyhow? Even if I weren't on the verge of dying? Who am I to 

protest with so many endless gray days in both directions.

He rolls off panting, stays near. The house is silent otherwise. He grabs the rifle and lays 

it across his chest, clings to it like a lover. Soon he is snoring. Still half-naked and shivering I 

light a candle and fetch the hunting knife off my pants. I place the candle near Jim's face. He 

looks exhausted even as he sleeps. Skin pulled tight over his bones. Heavy dark circles encase 

his eyes. Yellow and gray teeth. No matter how wicked a man is there's an innocence there when 

he sleeps. Like the last faint star fending off the morning sun. Or maybe I mistake helplessness 

for innocence.

I haven't seen my own face in years. Haven't wanted to. I barely remember what I look 

like. Would I recognize myself beneath all the dirt? Will God recognize us under all our sins? 

He'll say He never knew us. While it won't be true, He'll believe it—even in His infinite wisdom. 
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It's hard to imagine we use to be just kids, Jim and I and the rest. Babes on the knees of our 

mothers no more. 

I press the blade to his neck. And after everything he's done. After everything I've done. I 

can't do it. One more death seems one too many, even a well deserved death. I draw the blade 

away and sit back. But then, with a little distance, I see myself there in him. He's the mirror I've 

been avoiding. His eyes are my eyes. His hunger is my hunger. My exhaustion is his. And it's 

done. By morning we'll both be dead, laying in a pool of his blood and semen.

The End
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